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Where, when, and how
to discover the best nature

photography in America

Sixty-seven lighthouses still perch high on the rocky cliffs of 
Maine. Some of these lighthouses were built more than two 
hundred years ago to help sailors navigate their way through 
storms, fog, and dark of night. These beacons saved wooden 
merchant vessels sailing dangerous courses through narrow 
and shallow channels filled with countless hazards.
Maine’s lighthouses were a part of our country’s history at a 
time when we were defending our shores, as far back as the 
Revolutionary war. Some were damaged by war and many 
were destroyed by the violence of nature. Light keepers 
risked their own lives to keep their lamps burning. A proud 
and dramatic beauty can be seen in these structures and 
their rugged environments–the reason I recently returned to 
Maine for another photo exploration.

Lighthouses on
the Coast of Maine
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Whaleback Light
43˚ 03’ 30” N
70˚ 41’ 48” W
From U.S. Route 1, drive east on State Route 
103 for 3.8 miles. Turn right onto Chauncey 
Creek Road until you reach Pocahontas Road. 
Turn right again, cross the short bridge, and 
follow it south through a residential area 
to Fort Foster, on the southern-most tip of 
Maine. At the end of the road, park at the 
gate and walk to the water’s edge at Kittery 

Point where you’ll find excellent views 
of Whaleback Light at the entrance to 
Portsmouth Harbor. At high tide, you can 
barely see the rocky ledge below the light 
tower. This fifty-foot granite tower replaced 
several other lights that were destroyed by 
storms in the early 1800s. This lighthouse 
is not open to the public. Direct sunlight in 
the early morning makes the stone tower 
stand out against distant clouds. A 300 mm 
telephoto fills your viewfinder nicely. 
The Fort Constitution Light on the New 
Hampshire side of the harbor marks the 
inner harbor of Portsmouth and is best seen 
from the end of the old fishing pier at Fort 
Foster. 

Cape Neddick Light
43˚ 09’ 54” N
70˚ 35’ 30” W
One of the most dramatic and frequently 
photographed lighthouses on this coast is 
just up the road and should not be missed. 
Continue driving north on State Route 103 to 
the small village of York Harbor. Turn right 
onto State Route 1A for another five miles. 

You can fly into local airports like Portland or 
Bangor, but fares are better and flights are more 
frequent into Boston. You may want to rent a car 
with a satellite navigation system or bring your 
own portable GPS receiver. Just set your GPS 
coordinates for the degrees/minutes/seconds 
format and enter the GPS coordinates supplied in 
this newsletter. Then follow the driving directions 
to each lighthouse you want to photograph on the 
coast of Maine. If you prefer reading maps, use 
the directions offered in this newsletter to find the 
lighthouses with the help of a Delormé Atlas.
Most of the still-existing lighthouses on the coast 
of Maine sit offshore, at the eastern tip of remote 
islands and inaccessible rocks and are visible 
only from the air or from passing boats. For this 
newsletter, I selected lighthouses that are easily 
accessible by car or that can be photographed with 
a telephoto lens from the mainland. 
For this trip, I avoided U.S. Interstate 95, the 
faster, but less-scenic, toll highway. From Boston, 
I drove north up U.S. Route 1 for a first night’s stay 
in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. This city is just 
across the river from Maine, has a good selection 
of budget motels, and is near some interesting 
lighthouses.
The photography can start as soon as you leave 
New Hampshire and cross the bridge over the 
Piscataqua River to Kittery, on the Maine side of 
Portsmouth Harbor. A half-mile beyond the bridge, 
watch for a sign at the right turn onto Route 103.
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At the north end of the ocean front village 
of York Beach, watch for a sign pointing the 
way to Nubble Point.
Ten miles north of Portsmouth Harbor, Cape 
Neddick juts out into the Atlantic far enough 
to create a serious navigational hazard. At 
the tip of the peninsula, Nubble Island sits 
just offshore. Although you can walk out to 
the island at low tide, the place is off-limits 
to the public. There will be nobody in your 
photograph of this very scenic lighthouse.

Known as both Cape Neddick Light and 
Nubble Light, this forty-foot-tall, cast-iron 
tower was built in 1879. The original tower 
is still standing. A red light flashes every six 
seconds in the tower. This lighthouse is a dark 
silhouette against the rising sun. For the best 
light, arrive here late in the day. If you want 
a dramatic sunset photograph, wait until the 
setting sun drops well below the horizon and 
casts a golden glow on the white tower and 
lights up high clouds out over the Atlantic. 
Weather and cloud conditions must be just 
right. You might get lucky.
This composition is easy to shoot with most 
wide-angle to short telephoto lenses. Very 
little vegetation grows on Nubble Island, so 
this is not an autumn-color location. It makes 
a great winter scene when snow covers the 
island. During the Christmas holiday season, 
lights are strung on the tower, the keeper’s 

house, and all the out buildings. A cable and 
pulley system is used to haul supplies from 
the mainland to the island in a large bucket. 
It has also been used to send the light keeper’s 
son to school on the mainland.
Walk down onto the level, rocky ledge just 
beyond the end of the parking area at Sophier 
Park. With a wide-angle lens, catch waves 
breaking on the southern tip of Nubble 
Rock. Depending on your shutter speed, you 
may have blurred seagulls in your images. 

To freeze them, raise your ISO 
in low-light conditions.
Six miles offshore, and visible 
to the southeast on a clear 
day from Cape Neddick, is the 
Boon Island Light, the tallest 
tower on this coast at 137 feet.
Several miles to the north and 
south of Cape Neddick, motels, 
hotels, and brightly painted 
vacation rental cottages line 
the edge of State Route 1A, as 
it follows the sandy seashore 
called Long Sands Beach and 
Short Sands Beach. Arrive off-
season and you will have your 
pick of lodgings.
State Route 1A soon merges 

with U.S. Route 1, the most scenic way up the 
coast of Maine. Interstate 95, a fast toll road 
with exits that are few and far between, runs 
parallel to Route 1 as far north as Brunswick. 
This road then veers off into the interior of 
Maine. I travel this part of the state on Route 
1 or the many scenic alternate byways.
North of Cape Neddick, on Route 1, in the 
town of Wells, is the Lighthouse Depot, 
where you can find maps and guidebooks 
about lighthouses as well as every chachke 
ever produced that’s related to lighthouses. 
You will probably find something you need 
at the Lighthouse Depot located at 2178 Post 
Road (Route 1). Check out their website at 
www.LighthouseDepot.com.

Cape Neddick Light - 34 mm / 51 mm
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Wood Island Light
43˚ 27’ 24” N
70˚ 19’ 42” W
Continuing northeast, the next lighthouse 
to photograph is located on Wood Island 
off the coast of Biddeford Pool near the 
mouth of the Saco River, just south of Old 
Orchard Beach. From U.S. Route 1, drive 
State Route 9 as it loops out to the coast 
through Kennebunkport to Biddeford Pool. 
Take State Route 208 to the end of the cape. 
Just before reaching the T-intersection, park 
on the north side of the road at the trailhead 
to the East Point Sanctuary. Walk a quarter-
mile gravel path to this viewpoint of the 
Wood Island Light, a half-mile offshore. 
One of the oldest on the coast of Maine, 
this 42-foot tower was first authorized by 
Thomas Jefferson and built in 1808. The 
original structures have all been replaced. 
The restored tower dates back to 1839. 
Silhouetted at sunrise, arrive late in the day 
for the best light here. Strong winds mean 
you might catch large waves breaking on the 
cliffs below the light. A clear sky with a few 
clouds will help your composition. This is a 
good place to use a graduated neutral density 
filter. A two-or-three stop graduated neutral 
density filter with its “soft” edge placed just 
above the top of the tower will bring out any 
clouds in the sky.
This beacon alternates white and green every 
ten seconds. You will need a longer telephoto, 
in the 300 mm range, on a tripod for a sharp 
photograph of the Wood Island Lighthouse. 
Use a cable release and lock up your mirror 
to maximize image sharpness here.

Cape Elizabeth Light
43˚ 34’ 00” N
70˚ 12’ 00” W
This light can be found by driving Route 77, 
the main road that loops around the shoreline 
south of Portland, Maine. Watch for a sign 
marking Two Lights Road near Crescent 
Beach State Park. Drive to the end, park in 
the lot, and climb up onto the rocks above the 
sea for a better view of the Cape Elizabeth 
Light. A “No Trespassing” sign blocks access 
to a closer viewpoint. Move farther out onto 
the rocks near the end of the point for a better 
angle. My guidebooks say that this has been 
voted “Most Beautiful Lighthouse Tower.” 
It’s not easy to photograph.
My favorite viewpoint for a photograph 
of Cape Elizabeth can be found by turning 
around at the end of Two Lights Road and 
driving back to the first right turn onto Two 
Lights Terrace. A yellow sign points out 
that there’s “No Lighthouse Access.” If you 
drive a short distance to the end of the road, 
turn around, and pull off the road into the 
driveway below the lighthouse, you’ll find a 
much better view of the Cape Elizabeth Light 
(below).

Portland Head Light
43˚ 37’ 24” N
70˚ 12’ 30” W
If you won’t be navigating your lighthouse 
tour with the help of a GPS unit, buy a 
Portland City road map at any local gas 
station. The detail shown on the Delormé 
Atlas is not adequate to drive through the 
maze of dead-end streets that circle the 
harbors on Casco Bay.

Wood Island Light - 300/450

Cape Elizabeth Light - 62/93
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Portland Head Light is located four miles 
south of the city of Portland, at the end of the 
road through Fort Williams Park. Drive State 
Route 77 heading south and watch for signs 
leading to Cottage Road and the entrance 
to Fort Williams Park. Heading north on 
State Route 77, turn onto Shore Road to Fort 
Williams Park.
Built by order of George Washington in 1791 
during his third year as president, this is 
Maine’s oldest lighthouse, one of the most 
dramatic combinations of structure and 
setting, and one of the most photographed 
scenes on this coast. The light tower, a 
rambling red-roofed house, a museum and 
sheds sit on a small peninsula with tall cliffs 
on the north side and a circular cobblestone 
beach on the south side. Trails extend along 
the cliffs in both directions so that you can find 
good angles for photographing in morning 
light and afternoon light at this point. You’ll 
find no visible fall foliage here, but a heavy 
snowfall will add an extra element to your 
mid-winter photos of Portland Head Light.
The museum below the tower is open daily 
from 10 to 4 and is one of the best sources for 
information on American lighthouse history. 
There is no public access to the top of the 
tower. The parking lot is a short walk away.
There are six lighthouses in the Portland 
area. Several Portland harbor cruise-boat 
operators offer tours providing the best water 
views for photography.

Doubling Point Light
43˚ 53’ 00” N
69˚ 48’ 24” W
The Kennebec River, Maine’s largest and 
longest river, flows south from Moose Lake 
in the center of the state. Four lighthouses 
on the Kennebec River guide ships sailing 
upriver to the boatbuilding town of Bath, 
once known as the City of Ships. Doubling 
Point Light can be reached by following 
direction signs while driving south on 
Route 127 from U.S. Route 1. The best way 
to photograph this light is from the water. 
Through the summer months, every day 
until October 11th, one-hour cruises are 
offered at the Maine Maritime Museum at 
243 Washington Street in Bath, Maine. It’s 
located on the ocean side of U.S. Route 1, just 
south of the Bath Iron Works. This guided and 
narrated cruise, offered several times each 
day, heads upstream on the Kennebec River, 
past a huge floating dry dock and many giant 
cranes at BIW, the Bath Iron Works, where a 
large number of U.S. Naval ships were built. 
Farther up the river, cruise passengers can 
see the old historic waterfront of Bath. Near 

the ruins of old auto ferry piers, the boat turns 
and heads back downstream to the Doubling 
Point Light. Built in 1898 on a sharp bend 
in the river, this octagonal wooden tower sits 
on a concrete base. A long wooden bridge 
connects the light sitting on the river’s marshy 
edge to the keeper’s cottage. In 2000, this 
light tower was moved, the crumbling base 
was rebuilt, and the lighthouse was replaced 
in the original spot.

Portland Head Light - 19/28

Doubling Point Light - 120/180
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A mile farther down the river are two more 
small lighthouses, called range towers, that 
are arranged in such a way that when the 
nearest tower blocks the view of the farthest 
tower, an approaching ship is safely lined up 
in the middle of the channel. They were built 
in 1898 and are the only active range lights 
still working in the state of Maine. Nearby 
is a tall wooden pyramid structure that used 
to house weighted pendulums driving a 
clockworks-driven fog bell.
A variety of cruises to many lighthouses in 
the area is offered by the Maine Maritime 
Museum. Some of their cruises land on 
remote islands for tours of lighthouses and to 
climb spiral staircases into lantern rooms for 
panoramic views of the coast. All of Maine’s 
lighthouses were designed to be seen from 
the water.
Lighthouse cruises are only a small portion 
of what you can discover at the Maine 
Maritime Museum, the only remaining 
historic shipyard where you can see how 
great wooden sailing ships were built. The 
original tools, the original buildings, and a 
museum filled with everything connected to 
the creation of six-mast, hand-built wooden 
windjammers are on a twenty-acre campus. 
A skeleton depicting the immense size of 
the largest wooden sailing vessel ever built 
(right here) rises above the shipyard. Plan on 
staying two days to see it all. Their lighthouse 
cruises include two-day museum admission. 
Lighthouse fans can get more information 
and make advance reservations at www.
MaineMaritimeMuseum.org.
U.S. Route 1 bypasses the center of Bath, 
but still winds down the main street of 
Wiscasset, where Maine’s best lobster rolls 
can be found at Red’s Eats, a small shack 
dating back to 1938. Near a bridge over the 
Sheepscot River, a line of hungry fans winds 
around the corner and down the block. My 
second-favorite lobster roll is made at the 
Lobster Net, another roadside shack in Blue 
Hill, Maine.
While you are searching for lighthouses, 
be sure to include those great lobster boat 
harbors like Stonington, Bernard, Port Clyde, 

Owl’s Head Bay and Burntcoat Harbor on 
Swans Island. All are authentic working boat 
harbors and are very photogenic. The tiny 
harbor at Camden, Maine, has windjammers 
and old sailing vessels.

Pemaquid Point Light
43˚ 50’ 12” N
69˚ 30’ 24” W
Built in 1827 for a cost of $4,000 on the west 
side of Muscongus Bay, Pemaquid Light is 
a favorite of many photographers and was 
chosen as the lighthouse depicted on the 
new Maine quarter. There are many ways to 
use the dramatic rocky formations below the 
lighthouse to improve your photos here.
Drive south from U.S. Route 1 at Damariscotta 
on State Route 130 to the tip of this fourteen-
mile long peninsula. Follow the signs into 
the parking lot at the end of the road.
For Pemaquid Point Light, I recommend 
lenses from 10 mm to 120 mm–extreme wide-
angle to a short telephoto. The best place to 
set up a tripod is down on the rocks between 
the lighthouse and 
the surf. Deep, 
g l a c i e r - c a r v e d 
grooves extend 
from the edge of 
the lawn around the 
lighthouse to the 
edge of the Atlantic. 
The grooves look 
like they are all 
pointing directly 
at the white tower. 
Small tide pools 
of collected water 
reflect the white 
tower and keeper’s 
house. Pick a spot 
that shows the tower 
standing alone and 
not overlapping the other buildings. The low 
angle of mid-afternoon sunlight, especially 
during winter months, illuminates this 
scene straight on without casting too many 
shadows. A cloudy sky helps. Fog is even 
better. It rained the last time I photographed 
Pemaquid Light. This time the sun was out 
creating some nice shadows cast by a white 
picket fence.

Pemaquid Point Light - 20/30
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Visitors can climb to the top of the light tower 
for a great view of this rugged coastline. A 
small museum sits beside the light keeper’s 
home and a large gallery of local artist’s work 
on the far side of the parking lot.

Marshall Point Light
43˚ 55’ 00” N
69˚ 15’ 42” W
This lighthouse is twenty miles southwest of 
Rockland, Maine, near the entrance to the 
Saint George River, just around the point 
from Port Clyde–where the Monhegan Island 
tour boat leaves. In 1832, this rocky point was 
a navigational hazard to mariners serving the 
busy fishing and granite industries. 

Because of the great distance between the 
lighthouse and the keeper’s home, visitors 
may have problems photographing the 
Marshall Point Light. Start with a wide-
angle composition while standing at the edge 
of the parking lot. Then move in and stand at 
the beginning of the long wooden walkway 
leading out to the lighthouse. From here, use 
your shortest wide-angle lens to show the 
strongly converging lines leading to the tower 
at the top of your frame. Move in closer if you 
are using a wide-angle lens or move farther 
back to get a different perspective of the same 
composition with a longer lens. Move all the 

way back to frame the whole scene between 
the white porch pillars of the light keeper’s 
home.

For another view of both the house and the 
lighthouse, follow the trail around to the 
backside of the lighthouse keeper’s home 
in the direction away from the parking lot. 
Follow the shoreline as far as possible until 
you reach the edge of the woods. Turn around 
and look back to see a different scene.
From the deck of the Monhegan Island Ferry, 
shoot the Marshall Point scene with the 
light tower in the foreground and a smaller, 
more distant home in the background. You 
will also be able to photograph Monhegan 
Lighthouse at the top of the island when 
you arrive out there, twelve miles off the 
coast of Maine–a memorable journey.
To reach Marshall Point 
from U.S. Route 1, turn 
south at Thomaston Village 
onto Route 131 through 
St. George and Tenants 
Harbor to Port Clyde. Just 
beyond the Ocean House, 
hang a left onto Factory 
Road. Turn right at the T 
intersection and drive to 
the parking lot at the end of 
the road. Port Clyde is one 
of the most scenic fishing 
harbors you’ll ever see. 
Parking is a big problem 
because of the tour boats. 
Park in the wrong place and 
your car will be towed.

Marshall Point Light - 45/67

Marshall Point Light - 13/19

Marshall Point Light - 10/15

Monhegan Island Light - 24/36
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Owl’s Head Light
44˚ 05’ 30” N
69˚ 02’ 36” W
The main street through Rockland, Maine, 
is actually U.S Route 1. At the intersection 
where you enter the town from the south, 
stay in the right lane and turn right instead of 
left. You will be on Route 73. In three miles, 
turn left onto Northshore Drive at the Owl’s 
Head Post Office. From there, it’s three more 
miles to the marked turn onto Lighthouse 
Road to the parking lot at Owl’s Head State 
Park at the end of the road.
This lighthouse sits on a high promontory 
a hundred feet above sea level. From the 
parking area at the end of the road, it’s a five-
minute walk on a gravel trail to a steep flight 
of stairs leading up to the base of a thirty-
foot white tower. There are only a few spots 
where you can back off to photograph from 
the narrow path going part way around the 
base of the tower. The best angle is the view 
of the tower from the bottom of the stairs, 
looking up with a wide-angle lens in a vertical 
format, with or without people on the stairs, 
your choice.
As you leave the Owl’s Head Lighthouse 
and walk back to the parking lot, take a 
right turn onto the trail to a small, hidden 
cobblestone beach, a great spot on a foggy 
morning. Another good foggy-morning 
location is nearby. As you leave the parking 
lot and drive back down Lighthouse Drive, 
take a left at the end of the drive and follow 
the road to Owl’s Head Harbor.

You’ll find lots of weathered shacks, old 
dories and multi-colored rowboats tied to 
the dock at a harbor filled with lobster boats. 
If they are all out working, return late in the 
day or on a Sunday morning.

Rockland Breakwater Light
44˚ 06’ 12” N
69˚ 04’ 42” W
Two stoplights north of Rockland on Route 
1, take a right turn onto Waldo Avenue 
and drive one mile. Turn right again onto 
Samoset Road at a sign pointing the way 
to the Breakwater Lighthouse. There 
is a large parking lot near the trailhead. 
A five-minute walk will take you along the 
shoreline to the beginning of the 7/8-mile 
long breakwater made of very large granite 
blocks. The twelve-foot-wide footpath is level 
but rough with a few gaps large enough to fall 
into. From the shoreline to the lighthouse is a 
brisk twenty-minute walk requiring care and 
concentration to avoid the cracks between 
the stone blocks. Wear hiking boots or shoes 
with sturdy soles–no flip-flops for this one.
I timed my walk to the Rockland Breakwater 
Lighthouse so that I started just 30 minutes 
before sunset. This gave me twenty minutes 
to get out there and ten minutes to walk 
around the building to shoot the light from 
all angles. My favorite tripod spot was several 
hundred yards back from the lighthouse for 
the best view of the tower. Get too close to 
the building and the tower is blocked from 
view.
For a different view of the Breakwater Light, 
take the Maine State Ferry from Rockland 
Harbor to Vinalhaven Island and shoot the 

Owl’s Head Light - 24/36

Rockland Breakwater Light from ferry - 52/78
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tower end of this lighthouse from the deck 
of the ferry in the early morning. Owl’s Head 
Lighthouse can also be photographed from 
the Vinalhaven Ferry. On the way in and out 
of Vinalhaven Harbor, shoot Brown’s Light 
on Vinalhaven Island, the photograph on 
the cover of Photograph America Newsletter 
#96. Take your car or bicycle and explore all 
of Vinalhaven in a half-day. From the hill 
just south of the village on Vinalhaven, you 
can see three more lighthouses on distant 
islands, including Matinicus Island, the 
most inaccessible at 22 miles off shore.

Fort Point Light
44˚ 28’ 00: N
68˚ 48’ 42” W
Built in 1836 to protect sailing ships loaded 
with lumber from the mills in Bangor, 
Maine, this light and foghorn sit high on the 
cliffs near the mouth of the Penobscot River. 
This is the site of the ruins of Fort Pownell, 
where British and American forces fought 
two battles during the Revolutionary War.

This square light tower is not much taller 
than the attached light keeper’s house. The 
original fresnel lens sits on a bluff eighty-
eight feet above sea level and can be seen for 
fifteen miles. You can photograph the Fort 
Point Lighthouse from every angle except 

the side facing the sea, meaning you can find 
a good angle for photographs at sunrise or 
sunset. Visitors must park well back away 
from the structure. The light keeper’s car 
may be visible in your photographs. Pick your 
camera angle carefully and use the brush-
covered knolls to cover any visible vehicles 
and signs. A large birch tree in the front yard 
turns yellow in mid-October. This was one 
of the first lights built along a river, away 
from the Maine coast, and is still a working 
lighthouse. 
Since it is on state park property, you 
won’t see other buildings in the area. A tall, 
pyramid-shaped shed nearby houses the 
hanging weights that powered a mechanical 
striker to ring a large bell at twenty-second 
intervals during foggy weather, one of the 
last of its kind.
Turn off U.S. Route 1 in the middle of the 
village called Stockton Spring, between 
Searsport and Bucksport, Maine, and follow 
the signs to Fort Point State Park.

Dice Head Light
44˚ 22’ 54” N
68˚ 49’ 12” W
Across the Penobscot River is Dice Head 
Light, out on a headland, facing the Penobscot 
River. This location is at the far western end 
of the village of Castine, the site of the Maine 
Maritime Academy, a Coast Guard training 
station.
When you enter Castine, Route 166 makes a 
sharp left turn onto Pleasant Street at a large 
granite marker pointing out the Maritime 
Academy. Do not turn here. Continue driving 
straight ahead onto Battle Avenue. Drive 

Fort Point Light - 24/36

Fort Point Light - 28/42

Dice head Light - 38/57
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all the way to the end of this street where 
you’ll see the lighthouse. Do not park in the 
driveway. The Dice Head Lighthouse is 
now a private residence and is not open to the 
public. A sign in front points out that visitors 
may follow a path beside the barn and walk 
through the backyard that leads down the 
cliffs to the edge of the river. Here a modern 
Coast Guard flashing beacon  replaced the 
old fresnel lamp in 1956.
The best views of this lighthouse are not 
from the street, but from the edge of the lawn 
behind the barn. Autumn color on wild rose 
bushes will fill the foreground of photographs 
of the lighthouse made farther down the trail. 
A surrounding neighborhood has grown up 
around the Dice Head Lighthouse. None of 
the nearby summer cottages are visible from 
the best tripod holes in the backyard.
Public restrooms are at a public parking lot 
at the wharf below the tiny central shopping 
district of Castine at the end of Main Street. 
If you park there, walk to the edge of the 
wharf. Large sailing vessels are often seen in 
this harbor.

Bass Harbor Head Light
44˚ 13’ 18” N
68˚ 20’ 12’ W
A parking area is provided at the end of 
Route 102 at the southern tip of Mt. Desert 
Island (Acadia National Park.) A paved 
pathway leads visitors to the west end of the 
Bass Harbor Head Lighthouse, too close 
to take a photograph of the building. The 
lighthouse is operated by the Coast Guard 

and is not open to the public. The grounds 
are open during daylight hours.
For the best photograph of this lighthouse, 
walk to the far end of the parking lot, past 
the restrooms and down a gravel trail to 
the location of the old access point where 
photographers can climb down through 
the trees and rocks to find a good spot for 
their tripods as close to the edge of the water 
as possible. You’ll find wooden stairs and 
several platforms where you can take your 
photographs. The best angles are still well 
below the end of the stairs and the lowest 
platforms. Photographers will still climb 
down as close to the edge of the water as 
possible for the best angle and the best 
morning light. Arrive during a low tide for 
the best view. This is a sunrise location.
It’s a long drive from Bar Harbor to Bass 
Harbor Head Lighthouse early in the 
morning. Convenient lodgings are available 
in the small village of Southwest Harbor and 
at nearby Seawall Point.
This lighthouse is at Bass Harbor Head, at 
the southern tip of Mt. Desert Island. A short 
distance back up the road is the entrance to 
Bass Harbor, another photogenic lobster 
boat anchorage. Across the small cove is the 
lobstering community of Bernard. In Bass 
Harbor, at the end of Shore Road, is the 
Swan’s Island Ferry dock. 
Plan a whole day for Swan’s Island and the 
Burnt Coat Harbor Light to photograph 
this square, forty-three foot working light 
marking the entrance to a beautiful natural 
harbor. It’s at the far end of Swan’s Island so 
you’ll need your car or a bike.
It’s too far to walk the length of Swan’s 
Island and it’s not always possible to get a 
reservation for an auto on the Swan’s Island 
Ferry. The best transportation is your own 
bike or a rental bike from the bike shop in 
the village of Southwest Harbor. Rent a bike 
with a basket to haul your camera gear and 
your lunch. Leave your car in the free parking 
lot at the Bass Harbor ferry landing.
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For this trip, I skipped the town of Bar 
Harbor, most of Mt. Desert Island, and the 
Acadia National Park. I continued driving 
northeast on U.S. Route 1 to a nearby annex 
of Acadia National Park called the Schoodic 
Peninsula.
To find the Winter Harbor Lighthouse 
follow Route 1 to West Gouldsboro and turn 
south onto Route 186. After passing through 
the village of Winter Harbor, stay on Route 
186 to the well-marked Acadia National Park 
entrance. From a picnic area located one-
mile south of the park entrance, the Winter 
Harbor Lighthouse can be photographed 
at the rocky east end of Mark Island across 
Frenchman Bay.
Continue driving around the loop road to 
the tip of Schoodic Point to photograph 
wind-driven waves crashing onto the rocky 
point and spraying high into the air. Follow 
the park road back to Route 186 and turn 
right toward the village of Prospect Harbor. 
One mile down Route 186, just after a curve 
to the left, is a side road that leads out to 
Clark Point. This is the nearest viewpoint 
for a photograph of the Prospect Harbor 
Lighthouse, across a small bay. Several 
more viewpoints are along the road leading 
into Prospect Harbor. Respect private 
property and watch for side roads that lead 
to public fishing docks. You’ll have to shoot 
this lighthouse from across the bay because a 
tall gate blocks access to this thirty-eight foot 
light tower and cottage on a rocky point half-
way between Winter Harbor and Corea. The 
facility houses a Naval Satellite Operations 
Center and is open to the public only on 
Memorial Day weekend and during the 
Winter Harbor Festival. Check the Internet 
for upcoming festival dates.
Heading east on U.S. Route 1, turn south onto 
Pigeon Hill Road halfway between the towns 
of Steuben and Milbridge. Drive to the end 
of this peninsula, park at the trailhead, and 
follow a scenic two-mile trail to a viewpoint 
where Maine’s second-tallest light, a 119-foot 
brick and granite tower called Petit Manon 
Light stands on Petit Manon Island two 
miles offshore. Pack your longest telephoto 
and wear hiking boots for this muddy trek.

West Quoddy Head Light
44˚ 48’ 54” N
66˚ 57’ 00” W
Lubec, Maine, is the eastern-most town in 
the United States. Running down the middle 
of the narrow channel at the far end of 
town is the Canadian Border. Border check 
stations are open 24/7 at both ends of the 
bridge over the Lubec Channel. The bridge 
connects Canada’s Campobello Island to the 
U.S. Mainland. Campobello was the site of 
President Theodore Roosevelt’s summer 
white house. The point of land where the 
West Quoddy Head Light is located is the 
eastern-most bit of land in the U.S. At some 
times of the year, this lighthouse is the first 
place to see the sunrise.
The West Quoddy Head Light was built here 
in 1808. The present forty-nine foot tower is 
the third lighthouse built in this site. It has 
always had red and white stripes and flashes 
white every fifteen seconds. 
Lubec is 93 miles north of Ellsworth, the 
gateway to Acadia National Park, on U.S. 
Route 1. When driving northeast on U.S. 
Route 1, turn right onto Route 189 toward 
Lubec. Bear right a mile before reaching 
Lubec at a sign pointing the way to Quoddy 
Head State Park. It’s another four miles to 
the park entrance.
This location is good in the morning or the 
afternoon. Park your car in the lot at the top 
of the hill. As you walk down the road, you 
will see good compositions halfway down 
the hill.
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The distant cliffs on the west side of Grand 
Manan Island make a good background for 
this colorful lighthouse, especially at sunset.
Walk around the tower and the museum in 
the old keeper’s home. You’ll find a high knoll 
on the left side of the lighthouse for both 
horizontal and vertical compositions. Walk 
around to the far side and you’ll see the front 
of the lighthouse and a different angle on 
the tower. Notice how light and shadows can 
improve your compositions depending on your 
camera angle.
At the far southwest corner of the lawn around 
the light is a trail than winds along the edge 
of the cliffs. Frame the lighthouse beneath 
overhanging spruce trees and use the trail as 
part of your composition. This trail leads to a 
picnic area and a trailhead for a longer hike 
into a subarctic peat bog, an environment 
that is home to plants that can tolerate low 
temperatures. You may spot whales feeding 
here in the summer.
There are several motels and a selection of 
restaurants in Lubec. Drive into town and 
turn left onto the last street before the customs 
checkpoint at the bridge. This is the heart 
of the business district and the town wharf 
where you can photograph the Mulholland 
Lighthouse on the other side of the Lubec 
Channel. If you have your passport with you, 
drive over the bridge and explore Campobello 
Island on the New Brunswick side of the border. 
The East Quoddy Head Light stands at the 
north end of Campobello Island, an eighteen-
mile drive from the border crossing.
My seven-day drive from Boston to Lubec, 
Maine, was in early October, two weeks before 
the peak of Maine’s autumn color season. I 
made no advance lodging reservations and 
had no trouble finding vacancies at budget-
priced motels near lighthouses where I wanted 
to shoot sunsets and sunrises.

My favorite Maine lighthouses:
 Cape Neddick 
 Portland Head 
 Pemaquid Point 
 Bass Harbor Head 
 West Quoddy Head

Have a great trip and send me an email !

My life-long career in photography began at San Jose 
State University in 1957. After college, I enlisted  in the 
U.S. Army Signal Corps, serving as a photographer and 
darkroom technician. In Germany, my skills and expe-
rience with equipment and lab work were developed 
and polished. I took the opportunity to photograph 
the beauty of nature in the Black Forest. Returning to 
California in 1965, I produced industrial and military 
training films for Raytheon Electronics and began 
showing my color nature prints. From 1969 through 
1981, my photography was exhibited and sold in West 
Coast galleries. During the early 1980’s, I taught color 
darkroom workshops, then expanded to include field 
trips. Former customers, who had purchased my 
framed photographs, wanted to learn photography. 
My Pacific Image Photography Workshops offered 
adventures to the Pacific Coast, the Southwest deserts, 
national parks, Hawaii, New England, Canada, Eng-
land, and the South Pacific. The workshops evolved 
into writing and sharing my adventures with others. 
Photograph America Newsletter provides information 
on where, when, and how to discover the best nature 
photography in North America.
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